The Life of Man in This Field of Flowers 
by Nicholas Andrew Brake 
 
The last sustaining breath of air, 
Now departs the summer flower, 
As the frost calls unto him, 
To return home to the kingdom of dust. 
 
Poor flower, such piquant aroma, 
And beautiful color dwelling in his petals 
In the youthful days of the spring season. 
Sweet naivety once embracing the ingenuous romance, 
As youthful hopes and promises filled his spirit, 
And worry lied dormant. 
 
But now, aged and withered, 
Lying silent in the dust, 
He can only dream of the steps once taken, 
In the great fields of spring, 
Alongside his enchanted romance, 
Moving to the melodies played by the breath of God. 
Ah, the memories of the musical wind and the youthful dance of love! 
 
Only dreaming now… Of his past steps to maturation, 
Through the staircase of life, 
And the light of wisdom that guided the climb. 
And of the self-serving petals that were forgotten,  
And of the happiness that caressed his heart, 
At the sight of others delight, 
With every comforting taste of his fruit. 
 
Forever dreaming of when his soul 
Welcomed peace into his being, 
After his eyes looked to the horizon  
In the vast fields of summer, 
To see his beautiful seedlings grown, 
And the great lives he had sewn. 
 
But it should be known: 
Before life bid farewell, 
The flower pondered what a life he lived, 
Where the last question would be: 
‘Which season brought with it 
The greatest enjoyment of all?’ 
 
The life of man in this world of ours! 

By Dr. Ronald Rosenberg

Writing words sublime 
that meaningfully intertwine 
at the end of lines in rhyme ... 

IS DARN HARD TO DO WELL!

Individuals of Greatness
Alonzo K. Morgan II

It is as though I stand Alone
I pursue my dreams.
With an amount of hope,
A determination that resonates in my progress
The trail of my ambition.

An echo of my soul’s desire
Greatness. consumes my waking.
I Must Succeed!
My mind toils.
A hall, Amplifying that message.

How shall I persevere?
When will I taste the fruit of my struggle?
Can I achieve this?
Questions gone unanswered…
Dismissed my pure, Blind faith

It is as though I stand alone
Achieving solely and solemnly.
Engulfed in my own world of obstacle.
I…No, we all stand alone in the pursuit of greatness.
Together.

I am called black.
Alonzo K.Morgan II
I am Brown.
I am called black.
As I see it,
I become black.
Through the conflict of my Brownness

That conflict is what darkens me
My skin is coarse and strong
Made Dry,
From lack of rain, Favor.
Made better, convalescent.

I move through existence,
Wondering, hoping
That I can help you understand
Show you how beautiful, how brilliant
My blackness Is.

There was no mistake when I was made,
Destined for this task
I am able.
For I am called black.
I am brown.


WHERE DID THIS COME FROM
Emily Lynne Warnstrom

If I could live with one thought for tomorrow, it would be that I hate Calc2.
If I could have one goal for tomorrow, it would be lack of procrastination in everything I do.
If I could regret one thing in my future, I would regret the math quiz on Thursday.
If I could think beyond now, I would be a researcher in the jungles for medicinal cures that are soon going to disappear.
If I could remember to pray for my needs, I would be happy ALL the time.
If I could have one super power, I would be fireproof with lungs of Nitrogen.
If I had any idea why I am writing this poem, I wouldn’t be the person I am today. 



NIGHT DAY BLINDNESS
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


If there was no such thing as waking up, would you dare fall asleep?

Is sleep better than day, or is day better than night?

If the night switched places with the day, would being awake be worth it?

Is never waking up better than night blindness?

If there was a cure, would human instinct for treatment be good enough?

If it was a simple vitamin, how much would it take to get mankind to respond?

Vitamin A like the sun, the difference between sight and blindness

Would a simple change in perspective make us better people?

If we could change the world, the question would be, Would we?

If only a little night blindness could make us see, what we could be... 



SEIZE THE DAY
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


Depressed?
Feeling sorry for myself?
What significance am I in the world?
No, at the moment I feel sorry for the world
What pain I endure for it…
But, What can I do?
Prayer is power, Power is strength…
But, What can I do?
Show me the way to get through this day, I can’t bear it on my own.
Give it away to the Heavens, worrying is a closed mind.
Clearing your mind involves shutting your eyes.
Let the relief swell in you, and don’t lead... follow.
Patience is a virtue, let it rain. 
Our future is a mystery, see the new day with fresh eyes. 


LOVE SICKNESS
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


What will you think when I look into your eyes
What will you think when you see the skies in mine
How will you know, when our love is true
How can I have so much faith in you?
Theres nothing worse than falling, falling really hard
Theres no worse tear than being shed over your sweet heart
A rose bush full of thorns, a picket fence, a tree…
How do I know when you’re in love with me?
Its been a decade since I met you but you move no closer dear
And sometimes I wonder, what is there to fear?
Love is eternal, but life is short.
If you love me, then come court! 


SHORT AND SWEET
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


Is love just a happy place missing in the sand?
Is love just a pleasant state of which all thoughts are grand?
I could fool myself for ages, I couldn’t tell the difference
My happiness swells to endless proliferance
If only I could tell, what is real and what is true,
Might I be the crazy one, who is in love with you? 



FIGMENT OF MY EMOTIONALITY
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


There must be something wrong with me, I don’t feel quite sane.
My wild side took over me, and I am not to blame.
My dorm room is falling apart, duck tape on the glass
The heaters are radiating me, I can’t block out the blast.
My bed is crooked, the windows are foggy, What am I to do?
Tobey in the Spidey suit keeps looking back at you.
This homework will not write itself, if only it were true.
Coffee grounds scatter the desk, old coffee is to brew.

A screw is missing in the door, the algae eater stopped cleaning
The floor has ants, the bed has laundry, o boy this isn’t funny.

Now said Coraline from the tank, “Would you like some button eyes?”
There is a pair right in here, I believe they're your size.
Trying them on I see something new, “What a sparkling view!”
What seems to be the dawning sun is just a bit of dew.
I have no clue where I am until I see twinned-eyes like mine,
And staring back two inches from me is Ms. Coraline.
A trick I say to bring me here, a trick into this tank!
“Oh boy” says Coraline to me, “take us to the bank!”
“We want a ship to sail in, above the water top”
And soon enough there they go, I see all the fish go plop!
Into the coffee pot they jump and boy is this funny.
No money to spend on them now, the darkish coffee is scummy.
“Can’t breathe?”  I yell,” are all you happy now”?I sigh with a grin… 
Talking to fish is the biggest dilemma I've ever been in. 


SUNLIGHT MOONLIGHT
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


Sunlight Moonlight, where art thee?
In the shadows, in the trees?
The clouds are here for all to see, 
But, where are you that I seek?
The sun a star, the moon a reflector,
The son the moon, the father the sun
Where art thee? 
When the cloud shades thee, how comes thy light
How is it that in rain you remain so bright?
All your sons and daughters reflecting your light,
A rainbow of sisters and brothers in love…
We show your light
As we follow you, above… 


DON’T ASK TWICE
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


Emotions flow, in and out… 
Oh boy, I wish I could shout…
How did we get in this mess?
All these friendships ending like this?
A little partying can go a long way
Denial trails all over the place.
All focus gone as friendships end
How are we going to move on?

Sneaking the drunk boys in after midnight,
Sickness on their own carpets
They wouldn’t have made it in without them
But, where is the thanks?

Immaturity rules in fools, 
When will they realize their faults?
Talk it out, say thanks for once… maybe someone will understand
But, don’t expect it a second time, their help won’t come for you again.


JANUARY COMES AND GOES
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


Silently snowflakes fall...
Sleds speed down hills,
Hot tea warms the soul, 
Thoroughly inside out.

Little kids watch the news,
Sadly they sing the blues,
As they approach exams.

“School’s canceled?” Not today… 
Go inside, no more play,
Mitts, gloves, hats, and bibs, 
drip at the heater.

Snow melts, freezes again, 
slippery spots all over the place,
Black ice.

Bicycles slip to and fro, 
Salt trucks distribute themselves,
All-over.

Temperatures thaw, tornadoes come,
Where did they come from?
Rain, sleet, what else? Who knows…
Warm flash.

My birthday comes with a cake,
What a grand day this will make.
Nineteen.

January will come again…
February is next my friends,
Ending. 


THE OCEAN IS SNORING
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


The ocean is snoring, the tidal pools wave…
The music is crystalline, but what is that bass?
The shake of the water, the sound of that snore
Where is the earthquake that lets us sleep no more?!?
I wish I had a time machine to get rid of that sound,
I wish I knew where that sound was found…
Come to my call, ocean’s snore
Let me hypnotize you to make sound no more.
A tick of the pocket watch, a plug in the stream,
A magnifying glass, black light, metal detector, a screen.
Fish in the water, frogs in the lake… not that sound, what does it take?
I crawl on the carpet with an extendable ear
Changing directions, solidifying my fears.
A tear to the eye as the sound roars with a beat,
Now what is that smell? Feet? I look up to my horror and I am in a bedroom
No water, no ocean, no natural lagoons. No toilet a flushing, but what is that sound?
The snore is attached to a nose and a mouth.
A vibrating throat, a tonsil, a tongue… that must be the source of the grumbling hum.
Already I know, there’s only one cure… a foam mattress for padding, and a plug for each ear.
I crawl back to bed, exhausted from hunting, no happier now than a baby in a bunting.
A satisfied detective crawls off to bed… tomorrow is coming, another experience ahead. 


FANTASY IS MY FORTE
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


The sky is red, the ground is blue
The stars are prickly oh, boo hoo
Love is lemons and liquor is limes,
Every day Laffy Taffy for valentines.
The Moon makes the sun shine, the snow is hot
Imagine all the people as robots.
The clouds rain fireworks, the fireworks, rain
Oh, imagine life without pain.
The ocean is a bowl, the earth the fish
Hmm, what a ridiculous wish.
Pink makes the grass grow, the sand is hard
The canyons crumble, like a pie of rhubarb.
The trees drink syrup, the bees make crayons
Cows weave large coats of rayon.
Camels drink slurpies and goblins serve tea,
WHAT ABOUT COFFEE?????
Coffee beans grow fast and furious… 
Oops, the goats are now delirious.
Milk is Soda, and Clam Chowder the stream
Oh, what a wonderful dream.
Catepillars plant mushrooms, and chickens hatch butterflies
What beautiful day dreams that fly by.
The wind is purple, our thoughts' teal… only one eye, a bobbin for a reel. 


LIBRARY LIKE AND AIRPORT
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


The library like an airport, has constant traffic in and out
The whirl of copy machines like vending machines spit out what people want.
Coffee is served, sandwiches too, with planes sorted in filed access.
New technology brings about change, the isles come into existence upon a button, just like an escalator, bus system, or luggage depository.
Dogs bark or alarms sound, responding to cats in suitcases or books not swiped properly.
Soft murmurs fill the large spaces, elevators to random places.
Sometimes organization is crazy to unwind, how to find? I ponder.
Distraction is as natural here as elsewhere, uniform sound, uniform silence,
Elevator music, mystical and pestering… questions unanswered, bags unchecked, disterbia. 


ECLIPSE
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


The sun is black the sky is grey
There is no light, so I can stay
A vampire can’t enter the light of day.

Shooting stars, blue moons no more
A new moon blocks the light from afar
Soaring bats swoop back and forth
All in front of my cave.

Wonderment enters my eyes
Diamonds of my stone-like skin hide
in the darkness of night.

Prey knows not where I can see
My nose is wise to the bloody,
Bringing calm to the weak.

Wolves howl, looking for the moon
The enemy crawls on 4 paws,
But it’s the humans that stalk
Far into the forests of the night.

Silence comes, I breathe in death
The blood is not in my veins or chest
My eyes turn to a golden toast
As quenched I am, from my host,
I exist, sleepless, in my cave. 


A FALSE PRETENSE
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


I fell, I fell hard
There is no one else but you.
Clearly if I could erase your face from my memory,
Maybe you could escape.
I scare, I scare myself with this fetish-
You are the last thing I think of before bed, the first thing when I wake up
Your calm nature gives me peace, your maturity beyond belief.
I swear if there is someone else for me I will not be conscious enough to notice,
I have fallen and I cannot escape this mesmerizing black hole…
And yet, I am happy.
Crazy thing is, maybe what I see in you isn’t real after all,
Maybe, you are only a figment of my imagination, a dream, a wish to be fulfilled…
Maybe, my imagination is better than a relationship,
Maybe, I fear, I will never find out.



ADRENALINE
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


My heart pounds to the beat of the pedaling on the street as I steer back to my dorm late-at-night.
I hear a sound turn my head, turn back twice, frown instead, worried someone is tracking-me-down.
Breathing heavy, cold symptoms rise, my throat closes off, not surprised, allergies are going to bring me to-the-ground.
Lights go off on my path, freaking out, psychopaths, bordering the bridge to throw-me-over.
100 lb backpack weighed, easily brought to lay, next to me as my bike slips on-thin-ice.
Adrenaline, like no other, worse than any roller coaster, could easily give me a heart a-ttack.
Caffeine, roaring through, a double pod for one cup of brew, pulsing through me, as-quick-as thunder.
I laugh si-lently, at my clumsy-stupidity, biking through the stadium lot at-mid-night.
Lack of sight around the curve, gives me a startle and a swerve, jumpy as I am crossing-the-roads.
Fifteen minutes, top that ten, I am back, home again, slow-ly, sanity takes-over.
Jitters fill me through and through, yittery-yappery, questions flew, directed to my friends that come-over.
Now as my roommate sleeps, I turn, keeping in peeps, silence filling-the-room around my tap-typing.
Night comes to those with classes, homework and tests, a pain in our asses, as we study, reading, sleeping, dreaming.
Come again, tomorrow’s new, all over again, we won’t refuse, passing is our only-survival-method.
Changing majors? Quite unclear… sorry I don’t know my dear, a thoughtful decision a-waits, but-not-tomorrow.
I wish, this poem could end, I am getting tired my friend, reading for class still on-the-agenda.
Night to all, I am safe, 40 degrees tomorrow’s late, nature will take its course on-us-all. 





SLIME GREEN A NEW SHEEN
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


I once saw a log, on it sat a frog
Its tummy I poked, and he croaked.
There once was a fly, it sat on my head.
A toad crawled on my back and I named him Jed.
There once was a rail, part of a jail
Green seeped, as the mold creeped.
There once was a tree, it had fleas,
I gave it a cat, happy was that.
There once was a Drawbridge, attached was a castle
A prince took a swing, with his Lasso.
The prince was the frog, Jed was the toad…
Boy, this was a long road…
Found out Jed was a toadet, a fancy poet
Jed to the prince, “Save me from this porridge!”
There once was a queen who lived in the castleage.
Jedet, a sad day set, klutzes are toads, that don’t know the roads
She landed in the porridge, in front of the queen
Who was too blind to have seen
She swallowed the toad, and then she croaked
“The frog Prince better not come!”
“Too late!” she choked.
That was the start, she was a witch too. 
The toad went down easily, but the frog needed some fondue.
The first chocolate frog that was found on the log, 
chased his dear toad, Jedet on the road…
And now all they can say, is grumbles and whines
From the bottom of the stomach of queen Ezuline.
That’s a fit of a fact, better keep those pets full,
Or you will be sorry when you start to grumble. 



POEM TO SECRET KARMA SERENADE
Emily Lynne Warnstrom


I cry for myself, how selfish of me
I cry for a friend in pain and agony.
There is no one as sweet, and as kind
As SecretKarmaSerenade, a grand friend of mine.

She’s witty, she’s strong, she’s been brave all along.
She’s an animal lover, a peace keeper, a friend from the start,
She’s got a heart of gold, so cherished and thoughtful,
I don’t know how she remains so powerful.

Death Note is her obsession, a drawing or 5, 
Part of her world that she revolves around, that keeps her alive.
More importantly though, is the friends that she has, 
gives her the strength as she glances at the past.

I don’t know how she does it, how she fools the doctors,
But that is why, we have so much respect and we love her.
She brings everyone up when she is down, how thoughtful,
and still it is us now that are tearful.

Wounded intentionally as paralyzed she was,
I don’t know how she can be so robust!
Drawing again will be your friend,
Watching we are, to see you on here again.

Share with us sister, let us pray for your pain,
Don’t feel afraid to confide in us again.
You, I know, can make it through,
Trust your heart, we believe in you. 

Donald Fan Wu

Haiku: 
The River 
Droning waters splash 
Caressing determined stones 
On forgotten streams

Donald Fan Wu

Haiku: 
The Lake 
Soft lake barely lit 
Kissed by intimate shadows 
Surrounding silence

Donald Fan Wu

Father of Mine 

He smoked in the yard 
When I was asleep 
He threw back a beer 
Passed out on the seat 
“Never would I smoke or drink” 
This is what he’d have me think 
Weaker, meeker he seemed in my eyes 
I hardly had strength to sympathize 
What happened to this man 
Who was always so strong 
Who had been unaffected 
By trouble so long 
Between his new car 
The highlighted hair 
His mid-life crisis 
And his far-off stares 
He has never noticed 
That I have aged and grown 
He still firmly believes 
I buy the tales he told 
Then came the night 
When we received the call 
Death had come knocking 
His mother took the fall 
He stood over the body 
With tears in his eyes 
Rolling down his cheeks 
For the very first time 
It was at this moment 
I suddenly realized 
That I forgave him 
For his half-truths and lies 
Life is too short to take 
Into account every mistake 
Take that leap, drink that beer 
Enjoy yourself as long as you’re here


Donald Fan Wu

Summer Sets 

The summer had been lonely with distractions here and there, 
Enough to get me by, for there was nothing to compare. 
Time spent, time lost, time withered away, 
But I basked in my ignorance happily each day. 
Then something unexpected came along, 
A forgotten vision, splendor in a song. 
Our early days together had fled my mind, 
Despite her eyes' pursuit to remind. 
Dull summer days had quickly faded away, 
As lush scenes emerged from a color cache. 
The essence of these colors, although raw at the core, 
Had been locked behind walls, where love was stored. 
No longer would aimless activity, 
Keep me occupied to the same degree. 
For when the vision and song had gone, 
I realized what I'd been missing all along. 
The freedom for my heart to roam, 
The fields of emotion where it felt home. 
She’d gone, and I left here to ache, 
Where I would learn from my mistakes.

This Imaginary Feeling

Emily Lynne Warnstrom

Its an imaginary feeling, the warmth of my hand
It’s the strangest tingling as I see your hand
Where did you come from, on this Valentine ’s Day?
How did you know I was feeling this way?
A concert in the corner, Jack’s Mannequin the lead,
A walk on the Florida beach, sand on our feet.
Dinner in Italy, movie to follow,
How did you know, I was feeling hollow?
My dress still fits, boy do I feel grand
I love this feeling, don’t let go of my hand.
Kiss me once, delicate, sure, 
I don’t want this feeling to end, so, be mine forever.

I am Hungry

Barndon Gandy

Sweet Potato Mac and Cheese
Spinach and Green beans
Hot dogs sausage links
Pork chops and chicken wings
I love the taste of T-bone steak
Delicious after every bite
But there’s nothing like the site of food
That makes my appetite

Re: poem submission

Aren Hellum 

Written regarding your poem request–
author requires additional specs.
It’s not clear what meter must be put to use;
an iamb, to some, would be viewed as abuse.
Compiler: C++, BASIC or FORTRAN?
Language: Esperanto, English or LogLan?
And what of the way that the text will be read?
Small-endian files just won’t work on old Macs.
Or what of the format, how we place the lines?
In what groups shall we place these ”thee’s” and those ”thine’s”?
A couplet’s too small, its two lines too binding;
from writing this now, I’m gradually finding.
(This was ”meta” before.
Now it’s ”meta” times three.)
A sonnet, however, is rather too rough.
Its rhyme scheme too tricky, its meter too tough.
and id rather not lapse into cummings-like limbo
grammar awry...punctuation akimbo
Though I gather, of course, this is all just for fun
Your standards aren’t ISO 90011


1To preserve meter, this phrase should be read ”ICE-o nine THOU-sand and ONE”.

With Apologies to Dr. Seuss

Dr.Jack Deller

The sun did not shine.
It was too wet to play.
So we sat in the Whitehouse
All that cold, cold, wet day.

I sat there with Rummy.
We sat there, we two.
And I, the Prez-dent,  said "I want 
Three wars not two."

Yep! What we must do 
Is bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb.
Gotta cook up another
Bin Laden or Sadam.

Elated,  Dick said,
"Look, I know it's not sunny.
But shock and awe bombing 
Strikes me as quite funny."

Don's eye's were gazed over
His mouth started foaming
"He's brilliant!" he said,
"This guy from Wyoming."

Rummy said with delight.
"But who will it be?
I heard that the Swiss
Have a WMD.
Abbas or Chirac?  Maybe even Allawi?
Or -- ain't it a blue state? --
Let's take out Hawaii."

But our Frist said "No! No! 
Make that Dick go away.
He'll stir up more trouble
Than Ol' Tom DeLay.
He should not be here.
He should not be about!
He should not be here!
Condalezza is out!"

"Now! Now! Have no fear.
Have no fear!" Said the Dick.
"My bombs are not bad."
As his pacer went click.

"Settle down, Settle down!
Settle down!" said the Frist.
"I am a doctor!  Let me have your wrist.
It's rattlin' and chuggin' and having no fun!
Your heart is much louder than Chuck Heston's gun.
I tell ya' my friend,
If your heart rate gets faster,
The next in succession will be Dennis Hastert."

Now I, George W, could see what that meant.
No brains in the White House,
Not even for rent.
So I said to Don Rummy
"Rum, what should we do?"
That man's smarter 'n me,
By a factor o' two.

"The nu-cul-ar option,"
Rummy said with a smile.
"More shock and more awe!
Let's do it in style!"

Then our Frist said, "Look! Look!"
And the boys shook with fear.
"Laura's on her way home!
Do you hear? Do you hear?
You'll be on your knees, 
Doin' pitiful beggin'
Cause with her is royalty.
It's the Queen, Nancy Reagan!"

"So do something fast! Do you hear?" said the Frist.
The good times on hold -- We just had to desist.
We all started working like beavers on steroids.
Gath'ring war plans, and guns, and Dick's suicide androids.

We chugged down the beer, and the smokes, and the chips,
The limberger cheese, and the Bar-B-Q dips.
The we straightened our ties, ordered tea, scones and crumpets.
Just as Nancy walked in over fanfare of trumpets.
With Laura in tow, her smile pasted in place.
No hint of suspicion appeared on her face.

Laura glanced 'round the Oval, 
And she said to us two,
"Did you have any fun?  
Tell me. What did you do?"

And Rummy and I did not know
What to say.
Should we tell her 
The fun things that we planned there that day?

Should we tell her about it?
Now what should we do?
Well ..
What would you do
If the First Lady asked you?



Utter Bliss
Anita Blount

How do you explain the state of utter bliss?
Is it the feeling you get on a warm southern summer night
	When the falling sun warms you flesh
	While ice cold lemonade chills you soul
Or is it when the wisdom of an elder uplifts your spirit 
	And motivates the mind to achieve greatness
But maybe it’s just a mental paradise at the end of the day
	Where all the troubles on the outside cannot penetrate the brain
 

AWAKEN
Trevor Mclean

we are born of energy
of fusion , a reaction of the
 essence
 of male with that of female
A sac of fluid
	shapeless and nameless
we grow in form and size assuming the shapes of 
the pre-sapiens
 we
  flow
   in
    and
   out
  like
 the
sponge processing the matter and pushing along 
the evolutionary tract
metamorphosing into the fetus
we are all but the same 'til
mother sea directs us to change
we float around in our warm albumen
growing and filling the space until we cannot be held back any longer WE BREAK FREE
But we are doomed by our escape.
this is not the nourishing warmth of the womb but
a cold dry corpse
we
 s
 hh
  iii
  v
   e
    rrrrr
and cry in anguish
 “WAAAAAGH!”
but our life cord to mother is cut and as we take the first GASP of air
we taste the bitterness and putrescence of our new home
smell the fear and corruption
see the hopelessness and despair
feel the downfall of our species…
                                                     …struggling to return to the warm sea
mother holds us back and assures us our situation is set
soon we forget our arrival and adapt to the new environs
yearning for light in the world
not seeking rest until our passage
from this badlands brings us to the place of
alpha of
omega which are
one and the same when
union is made and division
unmade
and as the
fusion of entirety commences
all is
gnosis


LIFE CHANGES

Cindy Sweeley

Whatever it is that’s changed your life forever,
And for the better;
Whatever it was that’s now come and gone for always;
Don’t be sad but rather, be glad it happened
And always remember.




Rodney Ovesta Dennis Jr. 

I really hate this…
I couldn’t tell you what “it” is though,
because its complicated.
She wants me to care,
but not cry.
He wants me to grow up,
but stay in my place.
They want us to listen,
but never question.
At first I thought it was everybody but me, but,
it’s me too.
Because I asked you to read,
but not to let your mind wonder.
You see, I know how it is because,
I once let my mind wonder... right over a cliff.
Landed in a sea of interest, I explored ideas, pondered possibilities,
and you know what happened?
I thought, because 
as I thought I cried,
as I thought I grew up,
as I thought I questioned.
I smoked carton after carton of thoughts,
I had intercourse with ideas, and loved it.
So you see why it’s complicated,
Once the thinking starts, it doesn’t stop.
Everybody hates when nobody thinks but,
nobody wants somebody to think too much.
That’s why “it’s” complicated

Covetous Ambitions

Valentine Nsofor 

I truly wonder, 
Is money the root of all evil 
Can such a hunger 
Corrupt the purest of people 
I was told that the meek shall inherit the earth 
If so, 
Why do we have this unquenchable thirst 
Tell me what’s worse, 
Being poor or being cursed 
Why are we born with this urge to splurge 
On material things, 
In which we submerge 
May it be houses, cars, or diamonds rings, 
This green thing called greed rules our lives like kings 
It’s an old mentally embedded in our history, 
Dating way back to the deep dark centuries 
And if you go farther into the past 
It can be seen in its most obscene cast 
Avarice proved ruthless in the mind of Midas 
And eclipsed the iris of Judas 
A pupil that once followed the steps of Jesus 
Yet, 
He caused the death 
Of the King of Nazareth 
The greed induced guilt would leave him helpless 
And his self-execution proved an end too hapless 
See, this sin filled desire 
Sets one’s soul on fire 
And leads to homicide and suicide 
So, to focus one’s life on wealth 
Is greed and unwise 
For it can harm thy health 
And lead to demise


Crabs in the Barrel 

Valentine Nsofor 

Success, one of the most coveted things 
Along with it, some devils it may bring 
Likely critique, from unlikely critics 
For you they lack support, they’re the cynics 
Just like your friends, keep those foes and fiends close 
For most, become parasites to your host 
Snakes in the grass, with venomous envy 
Lurking in the dark, potent and ready 
Coping with jealousy, it fuels their hate 
Such wrath and rage, folly fools illustrate 
Rather than watch you climb to the zenith 
They’re yearning you burn, just like the Phoenix 
Rather than wish you well, they wish you hell 
Into their wishing well, they wish you fell 
They wish you felt, agony and peril 
This effect, is called “Crabs in the Barrel” 
It affects those with minds that are narrow, 
And folks, who love quagmires and quarrels 
For you, they desire sad tomorrows 
At your funeral, they’ll sing sweet sorrows 
Like a flock of crows, they strive to murder 
Drives to succeed, so you can’t move further 
They believe in a creed that, simply, leads 
One to feel needs to impede and deplete, 
Severely, others’ zeal and energy 
This feeds their egos, so they feel complete 
The true tough test and task, thou must surpass, 
Is the pessimism placed in thy path 
The audacity to achieve, thou hath 
Therefore, leave such daft false friends in the past 
Hark! Like the Herald in Wesley’s carol 
You’ll ascend to the top of the barrel!


 

Waiting
 
Lauren Heitzer

The wind whispered a sweet song in her ear 
The rain kissed her outstretched palms 
The puddles wrapped around her feet 
She stood in the rain 
Waiting… 
Her umbrella clutched tightly 
Her eyes pressed forward 
Watching the delicate drops fall from the sky 
Waiting she stood 
Waiting for an idea 
Waiting for her life to being 
Waiting…. 
Waiting for something 
But that something never came. 








The Beach 

Lauren Heitzer

I went to the beach today 
The waves were majestic and true 
The sky vast and endless 
The ocean powerful and pure 
I went to the beach today 
In the middle of February 
Snow covered the sand 
It kept all its secrets safe 
I went to the beach today 
And basqued in the sun 
All day long 
I felt at home 






The Girl 

Lauren Heitzer

She stood 

Alone 

In a large hall 
Balloons puddle at her feet 
A rose on her chair 
Her broken heart placed in her hand


~3410~

Anwelli Soala Okpue

Engineering, oh! Engineering my love
Oh my stubborn dearest, my love shall conquer all
For I see a leader in me, that’s why I’m here
There’s a dream that plague’s my day, yea, this dream to make a difference that has kept me yet
Allow me to show my talent just for a second, and I’ll change this world 
Oh dearest Mother Nature, rest your fears, for I only love you so
With tenderest care, Mother, I’ll leave you for tomorrow.





~Madam Felicità~

Anwelli Soala Okpue


Vanity doth never enticed her
Silver or gold never caused her to stay
… And a pound of purple diamonds, tfu… mais elle a marché loin
Who’s this demoiselle I can not get
Ah! Mademoiselle Felicità, it is you, but I had you all along,
Told you so, She smiled…




Those EYES

Alonzo Morgan II

HER eyes. 
It is as though she gazes at Me… 
I look once out of curiosity. 
What lay inside that gaze?, 
Inside that most beautiful circle… of Blue 
That gaze is all too luring. 
For when I have committed to the journey, 
The task of uncovering its mystic. 
I become a captive of its beauty. 
Medusa has trapped me in a paralytic state. 
My commitment has duped me 
I have fooled myself, 
For it is impossible to know what lay there, 
As it is impossible to come up for air 
Swimming down. 
For her eyes, 
While beautiful 
Serene, and yet still inviting. 
Were never… looking…. At me 
But O those eyes. 
Like the sea 
They leave you wanting, 
What more can I find? 
What new waters have I not explored? 
Is there an end? 
But as an explorer, 
Each new marvel at it’s beauty, 
Each wonderment of it’s existence, 
Keeps you searching… 
Unfulfilled. 
Those eyes, they eat at your soul, 
Asking to be searched, Found. 
While hiding all there is to them. 
Though exceptionally beautiful, 
I Have to Stop Looking. 



Taste of Africa
Akua Nkrumah

They said to give you a taste of Africa
And that is why I have come to this place
I’m sure you’ve heard of Africa before, right?
So when they mentioned the name
What kind of Africa do you already taste?

I noticed that to many Africa is a country
Its not on their vacation list of places to see
On the news it seems so gloomy
I don’t think it’s a place I would like to be

There are wars all over 
They say poverty seems to reign
All the scenes they show on TV
Seem full of hunger, despair and pain

I hear these and I shiver
I’m sad enough to cry
Because the Africa that they allow you to see
Is not what I see through my eyes
 
You see……….

If someone hands you a mango
But never tells you to remove the skin
I’m sure you would be convinced 
that mangoes are very bitter within

And such is the case of my homeland Africa 
Inside the flesh is so fresh and sweet
 like sinking my teeth in a ripe mango
with the juice flowing down my cheek

So let me pull back the skin for you 
Accept my cordial invitation
Taste the sweetness of the motherland with me
Feel the sweet African sensation

Open your eyes and take in the scenery
The beaches, the mountains, the wildlife and the greenery
See the array of culture fashion, skin tones and colors
The harmony of cities and villages- brothers, fathers, daughters and mothers



Open your ears and listen to the music
Drums and bells, strings and shells
Hear the laughter as communities gather to celebrate life and death
With many languages there is joy in poverty and joy in wealth

Smell the aroma- foods, spices and cakes
So many delicacies and drinks to taste
Feel the breeze all around as the sun sets
Let your skin taste Africa too, you haven’t had enough yet

A history that dates before the pyramids of Sudan and Egypt
Innovation, architecture and wealth
Gold, diamonds, minerals and oil
And I’m told the finest women on earth

This is the true feel of Africa
The origin of all mankind
Can you taste the sweetness of it?
Doesn’t it just thrill your mind?

So the next time you are tossed a mango
You know the peel off the skin
And the next time you taste Africa
You’ll know the true taste within



To a Civil Engineer:

Carolyn Schein

She dreams of a bridge or a dam,
And builds it according to plan.
She doesn’t know it,
She’s also a poet.
There’s rhythm and grace in its span.




To a Mechanical Engineer Prof:

Carolyn Schein

Ah! Linkage and cams and gears!
Grading papers brings me to tears!
Try as I might,
I’ll put up a fight,
And read them again with a beer!



To a Hydraulics Prof:

Carolyn Schein

There once was a prof of hydraulics
Who liked to party and frolic
	“More gin!” was his plea,
	Till his car hit that tree.
Now drinks are all non-alcoholic. 



To the MSU Freshman from Ann Arbor:

Carolyn Schein

There was a young man from MSU,
Whose dorm room was yellow and blue.
One morning he awoke,
Found his room filled with smoke;
Now he’s repainted a lovely GREEN hue.


				
Silly Pet Limericks:

Carolyn Schein


There once was a turtle named Shelly,
Who hated to sleep on her belly.
She’d flip on her side,
Her eyes open wide,
And nod off while watching the telly.


There once was a cat name Teddy
Who loved slimy cheese and spaghetti.
They’d slide off his dish.
Said Ted: “How I wish
Someone would bring me a machete.”


There once was a cat named Jack
He was vicious, old, and all black.
Jack, blind as a bat,
He bit a sick rat.
Now Jack’s cold stiff on his back.


There was a bad cat named Max
Who fell in a bowl of hot wax.
Now he sits at my feet,
With a wick in his teeth,
  Good kitty, he’ll never attack. 



Coupled
A.W.M.
 
A domain apart, you and me,
There’s an imbalance, we don’t match best,
Just change for me, 
I can’t keep taking this stress.
 
If I keep getting this resistance,
You know my heart will fracture,
But soon Love got in the equation,
As if she was the name of this chapter.
 
And in a moment, there she was,
As elegant as the Greek letter pi,
For a fraction of a nanosecond,
 I thought she would catch lift and fly.
 
She told me she multiplied her identity,
And looked deep inside her heart,
There were holes in the matrix,
She had been missing me from the start.
 
Our love was finally calibrated,
Caring for each other just the same,
Growing exponentially,
Now we’re on the 3-D plane.
 
We can stay in La-place forever, until infinity gets here,
That means I don’t want this program to change,
Debug…no errors, no fear.

Just Love
Emmie Lynne Warnstrom

At first it was just a game
I really did think you were lame
You made me mad, but now I see
You really did mean the world to me
You took my anger as a blow
But I just want you to know
Its these feelings of hardship that show I really do care
And now I can’t stop following you everywhere.
I don’t want to admit the truth
Because I really cannot tell that I am right for you
But that’s what love is,
The bliss of unknowingness
Now it’s your turn to seek me.
I will be sitting in the tree.
And when it comes night
We can carve our names till daylight.

This Imaginary Feeling

Emmie Lynne Warnstrom

Its an imaginary feeling, the warmth of my hand
It’s the strangest tingling as I see your hand
Where did you come from, on this Valentine ’s Day?
How did you know I was feeling this way?
A concert in the corner, Jack’s Mannequin the lead,
A walk on the Florida beach, sand on our feet.
Dinner in Italy, movie to follow,
How did you know, I was feeling hollow?
My dress still fits, boy do I feel grand
I love this feeling, don’t let go of my hand.
Kiss me once, delicate, sure, 
I don’t want this feeling to end, so, be mine forever.

Stress

Emmie Lynne Warnstrom

I can’t escape this feeling, this heart attack, this feeling, believing
My breathing seizes, in time of need.
Migraines, these pains flash back, this horror, and stress lore,
I KNOW no more, what I am for.
Please save me, I know I’m lost, redeem me, believe in me,
I cannot go on, without your faith.
Teach me, bring me to you, see me, accept me,
I need you more, than ever before.
If only there was a way, to see the end of day,
To know, it would end alright.
Sleeping is not the cure, I need you, I know for sure
Please restore me to what I used to be.
I have lost my faithful-strength, I have no more to bring to the stake,
I am loosing grip on reality
In 48 hours, I will be alright, just get me past these two horrible nights
And I will be fine, just give me time.


Rights

Emmie Lynne Warnstrom

I don’t want this from you, Who said that I did?
Well, they were wrong, it was only a fib.
Don’t force it, I didn’t agree
You are not a Pharisee.
Go away if that’s what you want
Virginity till marriage, that’s not what you were taught?
My freedom is not cursed, I can choose.
I have rights, I will not lose.

Caffeine Addiction

Emmie Lynne Warnstrom

Coffee is whack
Monster is smack
Frappuccino is delicious
Redbull is on the crash list.

The smell is addicting
The taste is enlisting
I can’t break the code
It’s the can that I crack

Strength in mind not in power
Maybe its just the feeling I desire
Does it help me study or just keep me awake?
Procrastination is the mistake

The pulsing in my heart
Addiction from the start
Invigorating feel, 
I feel so real

Magical inside
I can’t hide my pride
The buzz is gone, no longer action
The more I need, the harder I'm crashin'.

This Imaginary Feeling

Emmie Lynne Warnstrom

Its an imaginary feeling, the warmth of my hand
It’s the strangest tingling as I see your hand
Where did you come from, on this Valentine ’s Day?
How did you know I was feeling this way?
A concert in the corner, Jack’s Mannequin the lead,
A walk on the Florida beach, sand on our feet.
Dinner in Italy, movie to follow,
How did you know, I was feeling hollow?
My dress still fits, boy do I feel grand
I love this feeling, don’t let go of my hand.
Kiss me once, delicate, sure, 
I don’t want this feeling to end, so, be mine forever.


